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NEW citroën C4 PICASSO
& GRAND C4 PICASSO

2016
BEST MPV

CITROËN
GRAND C4
PICASSO
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During the 90s Le Tone had a
major hit, “Joli Dragon”, and
devoted himself to music for 15
years before progressively moving
towards illustrative art. Since
2011 his creations have been
exhibited in famous places such as the Pompidou
centre. An admirer of artists who know how to
make the best use of colour, Le Tone confesses to
having a weakness for black and white, which he
uses to tell simple stories by using felt pen
drawings in notebooks.

1934

2014

Citroën revolutionises
the automotive landscape
with the Traction Avant.
The famous name relates
to its ground breaking front
wheel drive engineering.

Citroën C4 CACTUS
is launched, incorporating
the innovative AIRBUMP®
protection system.
16F19_Altavia
À DÉTOURER
à intégrer dans
le fond

Logo_nouvelles_voitures

TypeA

TypeH

2cv

Mehari

CX

C4wrc

QRCode_CITROEN_
ORIGINS_UK

1919
Discover the models that make up
CITROËN’s extraordinary history,
from 1919 to the present day.

The pioneering Citroën Type A
enters mass-production.

1939
Citroën launches the ‘TUB’,
a supremely practical modern design
with a sliding side door: its successor
is the famous type H, above, launched
in 1948.

1948
The much-loved 2CV is created as a “safe
and economical vehicle, able to carry 4
people on-board and 50 kg of luggage”.
More than 5 million are made.

1968
It’s a golden age for light and agile
vehicles like the Ami 6, Dyane and
Mehari, a unique design for all roads
and multi-purpose use.

1974
The 70s and 80s see CITROËN
technology triumph, with models such as
the AX, BX, CX and advanced XM,
a prestigious vehicle equipped with
Hydractive suspension.

2015
Winners of the manufacturer’s Rally Raid
World Cup from 1993 to 1997; Rally
Raid World Cup Drivers Champion four
times in a row; eight manufacturer’s
Champion titles in WRC plus two in WTCC …
CITROËN continues to demonstrate its exceptional
motorsport pedigree, year after year.
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Citroen_C_Zero

citroën C-ZERO

16C1

Citroen_C1

citroën C1
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citroën C3

NEW CITROëN C4 PICASSO
& grand c4 picasso
MADE FOR LIFE’S JOURNEYS

Citroen_BERLINGO

citroën C3 PICASSO

16K3
à détourer

citroën BERLINGO MULTISPACE

A Citroën FOR EVERYONE
From the busy city centre to the open road, every trip will be comfortable
and stress-free. CITROËN design and engineering keeps it that way.

16L28

citroën C4

16K5

citroën C4 PICASSO

4

Citroen_c4 CACTUS

citroën C4 CACTUS

16K4

citroën GRAND C4 PICASSO

Citroen_Space_Tourer

CITROËN SPACETOURER

RANGE
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NEW CITROËN C4 PICASSO and grand c4 picasso
THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

PAGES 28 - 29

HANDS-FREE
TAILGATE

PAGES 10 - 17

DESIGN IN DETAIL
PAGES 20 - 21

16K2
à détourer
À INTÉGRER
DANS LE FOND

SUSPENSION
AND REFINEMENT

PAGES 30 - 31

CONNECTED
NAVIGATION
16K23

PAGES 20 - 21

PAGES 30 - 31

PAGES 22 - 23

PAGES 32 - 33

RELAXATION
AND COMFORT

12-INCH
HD DISPLAY

SPACE
AND FLEXIBILITY

VISION
360

PAGES 26 - 27

PANORAMIC
ROOF
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PAGES 36 - 39

ENGINES

ESSENTIALS
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16K31

SUMMARY

16K30
flippé

16K29

16K4
À DÉTOURER

P. 10 – Design
16K5
À DÉTOURER

P. 18 – CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®
P. 28 – Technology
P. 40 – EQUIPMENT
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SUMMARY
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Fond_gris_c4_Picasso

16k32
flippé

16K3
à détourer

8h00,
start the day

THE INNOVATIVE
MPV

NEW CITROËN C4 PICASSO and GRAND C4
PICASSO both bring you the essence of CITROËN
design and technological innovation. You can see it
in the bold dynamic lines and the unmistakable light
signature both front and rear. Inside, new levels of
comfort and versatility combine to create an
engaging and inspiring place for everyone.

10 DESIGN
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FRESH
FACED

16h00,
school’s out

Now with a new frontal design, NEW CITROËN
C4 PICASSO and GRAND C4 PICASSO are more
distinctive and seamlessly modern than ever.

16K24
À DÉTOURER
16K25
À DÉTOURER
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16K51_UK

COLOUR IS
PERSONAL

PERSONALISE
WITH BI-TONE

ONLY YOU KNOW WHICH SHADE WILL
COMPLETE YOUR INDIVIDUAL PICTURE.

16K65

CUMULUS GREY

NEW

CITROËN C4 PICASSO

Bring out the beauty of your chosen body colour by combining it
with an Onyx Black roof and door mirrors.

16K68
à détourer

16K73

16K75

RUBY RED
CUMULUS GREY

16K63

16K67
à détourer

LAZULI BLUE

ONYX BLACK

16K66

16K69
à détourer

SHARK GREY

SOFT SAND

16K71

LAZULI BLUE

16K70

RUBY RED

16K76

SOFT SAND

16K74

16K62

POLAR WHITE

POLAR WHITE

14 DESIGN

SHARK GREY
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CL_16.045.033_FLP
WILD BLUE AMBIENCE:
THE DYNAMICS OF COMFORT.
Designed to enhance your outdoor
adventures and activities, Wild Blue
adds another layer of flexibility to
NEW CITROËN C4 PICASSO’s
spacious, versatile interior. The rear
seat slides, and the front passenger
seat can be quickly converted into a
table, giving you a perfect mobile
living space when you’re out
and about. Standard on Feel.

16K8_UK

DUNE BEIGE AMBIENCE:
THE ESSENCE OF COMFORT.
Bright, relaxing and with a strong
emphasis on pure comfort, Dune
Beige allows you to really unwind and
enjoy the drive. Every element
contributes, such as the RELAX
function, which features electric
massage technology and adjustable
lumbar support.

INDIVIDUAL
AMBIENCE
Everyone has an ideal interior ambience. The fundamentals of true
comfort, natural light and great design will always be there, but then it
gets more personal. Whether you seek dynamic boldness or refined
exclusivity, you will find it inside NEW CITROËN C4 PICASSO and
GRAND C4 PICASSO.

16K7_UK

HYPE GREY AMBIENCE:
COMFORT WITH ELEGANCE.
Standard on Flair models, Hype Grey
is definitely business class. Filled with
meticulously designed details, such
as the perfectly integrated retractable
rear sun blinds and gloss finish grey
dashboard, this is a prestigious and
pleasing place to travel in.

16K9_UK
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DCAD2016_CAC_Pictures-01
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shutterstock_73638013(c)
flippé

INNER
CALM

DCAD2016_CAC_Pictures-02

Eggwave_neff_werteloberfell_05

A PLACE

FOR EVERYTHING

GettyImages-478169489

GettyImages-167647790

A NEW KIND OF COMFORT
Citroën Advanced Comfort ® delivers unrivalled
comfort levels to each passenger. Using new technology
and intelligent design, it’s an approach that keeps you relaxed
and refreshed in body and mind. In typically CITROËN style,
everything that contributes to comfort has been carefully
considered and rethought. Four core themes are used
to create the perfect driving environment: soft contact points
and noise levels, interior space and versatility, intuitive
and useful technology and pure, calm comfort all round.

STRESS-FREE
TRAVEL

DCAD2016_CAC_Pictures-03

GettyImages-160443395

PRACTICAL
PROGRESS

18 CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®
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16K15

RELAX FUNCTION:
EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT

NEW CITROËN C4 PICASSO and GRAND
C4 PICASSO perfectly demonstrate CITROËN’s
interior expertise. Welcoming, bright, spacious and
warm, they feel like home from the moment you
jump in. A key part of this exceptional feel is the
RELAX function*, which provides ultimate MPV
comfort for everyone through inspired use of
technology. Featuring electric massage and
adjustable lumbar support on front seats, an
electrically adjustable footrest on the front passenger
seat, and three position head rests for ultimate
support on both front and rear seats, everyone is
assured an individually tuned, comfortable ride.
Thoughtful details are everywhere, such as the rear
aircraft-style tables with integral reading lights**.
Combine the advanced RELAX function* with
advanced suspension and you’ll enjoy an effortless
balance between driving pleasure and
pure refinement.
* Available with Dune Beige or Hype Grey ambience
** Available with Hype Grey ambience

16K16_UK

20 CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®
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16K10

SPACIOUS AND
FLEXIBLE
for greater comfort

16K18

16K19

16K20

16K21

In the rear of NEW CITROËN C4 PICASSO and GRAND C4 PICASSO you’ll find
three equally accommodating tilt and slide seats. Aircraft-style tables* with individual
LED reading lights are integrated into the back of the front seats, providing precise,
clear illumination without disturbing other passengers. Everywhere, there is usable
space, for people and their belongings. Even the front passenger seat folds into a
table*, or completely flat to fit really long loads.
Naturally there are plenty of useful storage spaces. In the front there’s a ventilated
glove box, a central compartment with audio jack, USB, and 230V socket*, and a
roomy storage box between the front seats. There are also handy drawers* under
each front seat for personal odds and ends. In the back you’ll find two under floor
storage spaces and generous seat back pockets.
* Available on selected models.

22 CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®
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18h00,
take a breather

24 CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®
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18h30,
a change of scenery

LIGHTEN UP!
NEW CITROËN C4 PICASSO and GRAND C4 PICASSO
specialise in maximising natural light everywhere. The sweeping
panoramic windscreen provides ultimate visibility for all
passengers whilst letting in all available light. Add the
panoramic sunroof* and you create a feeling of bright,
open spaciousness that transforms every trip.
* Available on selected models.
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16K34
4°

16K12

16K36
À DÉTOURER

New

HANDS-FREE
ACCESS
One of many useful innovations in NEW CITROËN
C4 PICASSO and GRAND C4 PICASSO is the
hands-free tailgate. Approach the car with your
hands full and all you have to do to get access to the
boot is move your foot in front of the sensor
mounted under the rear bumper and the tailgate will
open or close. Loading just became hassle-free.
Available on selected models.

28 TECHNOLOGY
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New

ULTRA CONNECTED
Through the clear, smart phone inspired 7-inch Touch Drive interface, you can
instantly access all the information offered by a new 3D navigation system, CITROËN
Connect Nav. With a comprehensive range of real time navigation details, the system
includes route planning, traffic information, potential hazards, weather conditions,
fuel prices and even parking availability. High points such as monuments can be
displayed with lifelike clarity. CITROËN Connect Nav can also read your emails and
text messages audibly, so you never have to take your eyes off the road to read them.
In addition to the 7-inch Touch Drive screen, there is also a 12-inch panoramic
HD display, which brings you all the vital driving information. It also allows you to see
3D navigation maps in perfect HD in large format for easy reading. An automatic
zoom feature makes it safe, quick and straightforward to change direction. This
impressive screen can be easily personalised to feature driving aids, multimedia or trip
computer information. Wherever you go, you’ll be very well connected*.
* Standard on Feel and Flair. Connection is made via a smart phone. Data charges may apply, check with
your network provider. Connect Box standard from November 2016.

filet brun perso v2_UK

filet rouge adas_UK

vue 360_UK

Two thirds of the 12-inch panoramic HD
screen can be personalised to display your
choices, such as trip computer information
or 3D navigation.

One third of the screen permanently
displays core driving information, while
the other two thirds can be personalised.
AppBrown_UK

ClimRed

Dual zone air conditioning means that driver
and front passenger can set their individual
ideal temperatures.

The ingenious Mirror Screen function
lets you access compatible applications from
your smartphone on the 7-inch Touch
Drive interface**.

360 vision gives you an all-round view of
your vehicle and helps you to spot obstacles
during tricky manoeuvres.
Map

CITROËN Connect Nav brings you a wealth
of traffic information in real time, such as
alternative route planning, petrol stations
and available car parking.

**Works with CarPlayTM, Android Auto and MirrorLink
on compatible handsets.
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16K39

16K40

16K77

DRIVER
ASSISTANCE
TECHNOLOGY*
New

SPEED LIMIT
RECOGNITION
SYSTEM
This technology recognises and conveys speed limits
as you drive, displaying them clearly in the
instrument cluster. All recorded limits can then
easily be set in the cruise control or speed limiter.

360 VISION
A prime example of technology making life easier,
360 Vision uses four cameras discreetly positioned
around the car to make every manoeuvre stress
free. You can choose the 360-degree view that
gives you a bird’s eye picture of any hidden
obstacle around you, rear view for accurate
reversing, or front panoramic views for both the left
and right sides. When it comes to narrow gaps and
tricky moves, nothing stands in your way.

REVERSING
CAMERA

INTELLIGENT BEAM
HEADLIGHTS

The moment you engage reverse gear, this system
brings you a clear picture of what’s going on behind
you, complete with visual guides to assist accurate
placement. The reversing camera uses the 12-inch
panoramic HD screen where this is fitted, or the
7-inch Touch Drive interface.

A great safety feature, your lights switch from main
beam to dipped automatically when oncoming
traffic is detected.

PARK ASSIST
All you need to do is find a parking space, then let
Park Assist do the rest. It automatically
manoeuvres the car perfectly into place while you
simply look after acceleration and braking.

*Available as standard or an option depending on
version. See price list for details.
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16K44

16K43_UK

16K45

16K46

NEXT
GENERATION
SAFETY
New

New

ACTIVE BLIND SPOT
MONITORING
SYSTEM

ADAPTIVE CRUISE
CONTROL WITH
STOP FUNCTION*

This system gives you an instant visual warning if
there’s a vehicle in your side mirror’s blind spot,
and it’s active from 10mph. If a driver doesn’t
react to the flashing warning and moves into the
path of a hidden vehicle, Active Blind Spot
Monitoring guides the steering back in the
direction of safety.

Using its sensor, Adaptive Cruise Control detects the
vehicle in front and automatically maintains a safe
distance, selected by the driver in advance. The
system will bring the car to a stop if necessary.

New

New

DRIVER ATTENTION
ALERT SYSTEM

ACTIVE
SAFETY BRAKE

An advanced safety feature, Driver Attention Alert
System can sense if a driver is becoming drowsy and
send clear visual and audible signals – it knows when
you need a break.

Here’s a reassuring emergency system that helps you
to avoid low speed collisions. It detects obstacles such
as vehicles that have stopped in front of you and
provides a warning of possible impact. If the driver
fails to react, the system will apply the brakes
automatically.

New

EMERGENCY
COLLISION
ALERT SYSTEM
Using a front mounted sensor, the Emergency
Collision Alert System alerts you to the risk of a
collision and operates from 20mph.

*This feature is available with BlueHDi 150 S&S EAT6
from November 2016 and other engines without the
Stop function.
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CL 16.045.014_plates

CLASS LEADING
ENGINES
NEW CITROËN C4 PICASSO and GRAND
C4 PICASSO feature a range of diesel and petrol
engines that simply don’t compromise. Strong,
flexible performers, they produce competitive CO2
emissions and achieve favourable fuel consumption
figures. There are two refined and advanced
PureTech petrol engines, the PureTech 110 and
PureTech 130, plus three diesel options, the
BlueHDi 100, 120 and 150. Each one is
equipped with Stop & Start technology to
minimise consumption and emissions. The
optional EAT6 automatic gearbox also drives down
CO2 and maximises fuel efficiency, by managing
engine speed smoothly and precisely during gear
changes.
Our PureTech petrol engine was named “2016
Engine of the Year” in its category for the second
consecutive year. The engine also offers one of the
most comfortable driving experiences on the
market – even at the lowest speeds. With 120
patents to its name, the three-cylinder Turbo
PureTech petrol engine cuts fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions by 18% compared with its
four-cylinder petrol predecessor. The engine holds
two fuel economy records.
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GOING LOWER,
GOING FURTHER

Whichever engine you choose for NEW CITROËN
C4 PICASSO and GRAND C4 PICASSO, you will
benefit from benchmark CO2 emissions and fuel
consumption. Both BlueHDi and PureTech are
designed to go lower than ever, whilst delivering
inspiring performance and long distance refinement.
The PureTech 130 S&S EAT6 is a clear
demonstration. Combining petrol power with the
relaxed driving experience offered by the EAT6
automatic gearbox, it still produces just 115g/km of
CO2. Both models can be specified with engines that
achieve 99g/km CO2 for ultimate efficiency.

20h00,
an evening with friends

C4Pic_
Showroom_
QR_Grey
133%

To watch videos of the
CITROËN C4 PICASSO
and GRAND C4 PICASSO
scan this code with your smartphone.
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AMBIENCES AND CLOTH

EXTERIOR COLOURS*

FUNCTIONAL AMBIENCE

SHARK GREY

Tissu Finn Mistral _
Cuir Claudia Delice

LEVANZO BLUE CLOTH

RUBY RED

SLATE GREY HALF LEATHER
WITH BLACK ONDULICE CLOTH

16K59

16K55

16K60

AMBER/BLACK FULL
‘NAPPA’ LEATHER

HYPE GREY AMBIENCE
Univers 4 - Hype Grey_UK

Tissu Terpa Bleu Prusse _
Milazzo Bleu Prusse

CUMULUS GREY

Cuir Club biton Meditation
_ Mistral

YATAGO GREY CLOTH

WILD BLUE AMBIENCE
Univers 2 - Wild Blue_UK

POLAR WHITE

Tissu Yatago Delice _
Brumeo Delice

Univers 3 - Dune Beige_UK

SLATE GREY MILAZZO CLOTH

16K57

16K58

16K54

DUNE BEIGE AMBIENCE

Tissu Calodras Nixon _
Milazzo Mistral

Univers 1_UK

LAZULI BLUE

ONYX BLACK

ALLOY WHEELS
Jante_16’’_
Notos_2016

16 inch ‘Viper’
alloy wheels

Jante_17’’_
Zephyr_2016

17 inch ‘Anaconda’
alloy wheels

Jante_17’’_
Shamal_2016

17 inch ‘Mamba’
alloy wheels**

Jante_17’’_
Aquillon_2016

17 inch ‘Boa’
alloy wheels***

Jante_18’’_
Eole_2016

18 inch ‘Python’
alloy wheels

16K61

SOFT SAND

*Also available on CITROËN GRAND C4 PICASSO
** CITROËN C4 PICASSO models only
*** CITROËN GRAND C4 PICASSO models only
All equipment described in this brochure represents the technology of the NEW CITROËN C4 PICASSO and GRAND C4 PICASSO. This brochure is based on an international version therefore some images might not be representative of
models sold in the UK. To know in detail equipment that is available as standard or optional, please refer to the Product Specifications brochure or visit citroen.co.uk.
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1638 / 1644

1638 / 1644

1573 / 1587

873
4602

FUEL CONSUMPTION & CO2 (normes CEE 1999-100)*
Wheels

Urban cycle
Litres/100
km (mpg)

Extra urban
Litres/100
km (mpg)

Citroën C4 Picasso PureTech 110 S&S 6-speed manual

16” & 17” wheels

6.3 (44.8)

4.4 (64.2)

5.1 (55.4)
115
1573 / 1587

Citroën C4 Picasso BlueHDi 120 S&S 6-speed manual

16” & 17” wheels

4.4 (64.2)

3.5 (80.7)

3.8 (74.3)1826 100

16” wheels
1826

4.3 (65.7)

3.5 (80.7)

1573 / 1587

Citroën C4 Picasso BlueHDi 120 S&S EAT6 auto
Citroën Grand C4 Picasso BlueHDi 120 S&S EAT6 auto
Citroën Grand C4 Picasso BlueHDi 120 S&S 6-speed manual

Citroën Grand C4 Picasso BlueHDi 120 S&S EAT6 auto

Citroën C4 Picasso & Grand C4 Picasso PureTech 130 S&S 6-speed manual
Citroën C4 Picasso & Grand C4 Picasso PureTech 130 S&S EAT6
Citroën C4 Picasso & Grand C4 Picasso BlueHDi 100 S&S manual

Citroën C4 Picasso & Grand C4 Picasso BlueHDi 150 S&S 6-speed manual

Citroën C4 Picasso & Grand C4 Picasso BlueHDi 150 S&S EAT6 auto

Combined
Litres/100
km (mpg)

CO2
Emissions
(g/km)

764

3.8 (74.3)

100
101

17” wheels

4.4 (64.2)

3.6 (78.5)

3.9 (72.4)

16” wheels

4.5 (62.8)

3.6 (78.5)

3.9 (72.4)

103

16” wheels

4.6 (61.4)

3.7 (76.3)

4.0 (70.6)

105

17” wheels

4.5 (62.8)

3.8 (74.3)

4.0 (70.6)

106

16” wheels

4.5 (62.8)

3.6 (78.5)

3.9 (72.4)

103

17” wheels

4.6 (61.4)

16” wheels

6.1 (46.3)

1610 / 1625

Engines

3.8 (74.3)

4.1 (68.9)

105

4.3 (65.7)

5.0 (56.5)

115

17” wheels

6.1 (46.3)

4.3 (65.7)

5.0 (56.5)

116

16” & 17” wheels

6.4 (44.1)

4.4 (64.2)

5.1 (55.4)

115

16” wheels

4.5 (62.8)

3.5 (80.7)

3.8 (74.3)

17” wheels

4.4 (64.2)

3.5 (80.7)

3.8 (74.3)

100

17” wheels

4.8 (58.9)

3.7 (76.3)

4.1 (68.9)

107

18” wheels

5.1 (55.4)

3.8 (74.3)

4.3 (65.7)

111

17” wheels

5.0 (56.5)

3.9 (72.4)

4.3 (65.7)

112

18” wheels

5.1 (55.4)

4.0 (70.6)

4.4 (64.2)

115
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With the added reassurance of a warranty, routine servicing and maintenance, as well as
24-hour roadside assistance, you are protected.

889

1576/ 1590

4602
4438

1971*/2117

889 / 1587
1573

1576/764
1590

1826

1971*/2117

889

4438

1826

764

889

• CITROËN MAINTENANCE
From roadside assistance to replacing wear and tear parts or regular servicing, with Citroën
Maintenance you have total peace of mind. For a one-off fee or low monthly payment, our
experienced engineers will take care of your Citroën, whatever happens. To find out more,
contact your Citroën Dealer or Citroën Authorised Repairer.

Easy to customise, NEW CITROËN C4 PICASSO and GRAND C4 PICASSO offers a
multitude of useful and robust accessories.
873

1573 / 1587

889
1573
/ 1587
4602

764

873

1826

1826
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CITROËN
&YOU
889

4602

889
1573889
/ 1587

4438

4602

1576/ 1590

1971*/2117

our customer promise.
you can trust us
to do what we say

Satisfied or not, give us your opinion
CITROEN-ADVISOR.CO.UK

1826

889
4438

* Mirrors folded.

Speak to your local dealer to find out more
about all accessories.

1576/ 1590
1971*/2117

1576/
764 1590
1971*/2117

1610 / 1625

42

Child seat

1576/
873 1590
1971*/2117

1826

1573 / 1587
1573 / 1587

Brushed stainless steel door sill

* 2 years’ unlimited warranty. No-fee customer option of 1 year’s Dealer provided warranty, only on cars sourced
from Citroën UK Limited. Note: Dealer provided warranty is limited to 60,000 miles for cars.
** Against all internal to external perforation to bodywork or underbody.

1610 / 1625

1638 / 1644

1826
AC_C4PIC_2016_ACC_1610823580

1610 / 1625

AC_C4PIC_2016_ACC_1610796680

• CITROËN MOT TEST
Once your vehicle is three years old, it requires an annual MOT Test. This is a legal
requirement to check that it meets road safety and environmental standards.
Our nationwide network of Citroën Authorised Repairers know your Citroën best, so if your
vehicle’s MOT Test is due, why not contact your local Citroën dealer?
You can be confident that your vehicle will be looked after by one of our expert trained Citroën
Technicians, nominated by DVSA as accredited MOT Testers. Plus, whilst your vehicle is with
us, we’ll carry out a free outstanding manufacturer diagnostic test, check for any new technical
updates and carry them out for free - that’s the advantage of getting your test done by the
people who really know your Citroën.

1638 / 1644

1638 / 1644

ACCESSORIES

Luggage compartment tray

• CITROËN SERVICING
Available up to 1 year from your vehicle’s registration date, but before its first chargeable
service, a Citroën Servicing Package enables you to pay in advance for your vehicle’s servicing
needs for 3 years/35,000 miles. For further information, please contact your Citroën Dealer.

1971*/2117

4438

* MPG figures are achieved under official EU test conditions, intended as a guide for comparative purposes only, and may not reflect actual
on-the-road driving conditions.

R5032

1576/ 1590

1971*/2117
• CITROËN WARRANTY
Every new Citroën car has the benefit of a 3 year* warranty package, plus a 12 year
anti-perforation** warranty and a 3 year paint warranty.

• CITROËN ASSISTANCE
In response to a free telephone call in the UK, Citroën Assistance brings rapid expert roadside
assistance to you in an emergency. It comes free of charge for a full year and operates 24
hours a day in all parts of the UK and Europe. Services include nationwide recovery for both
car and passengers, a home call service, replacement vehicle, hotel accommodation and
vehicle storage if required. Please note, Citroën Assistance only applies to incidents covered by
the new vehicle warranty, and excludes non-vehicle faults, such as running out of fuel,
mis-fuelling, loss of keys, lock-ins, road traffic accidents and punctures/wheel changes.
1576/ 1590
For more details please contact Citroën at http://citroen-uk-en.custhelp.com
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CITROËN
CARE

1610 / 1625
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TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

1638 / 1644

1826

1576/ 1590
1971*/2117

Note: Images and specification descriptions are
dependent on trim level and options specified.
Every endeavour has been made to ensure that
the information and details contained in this
brochure were accurate at the time of going to

CITROËN prefers

brochureprefers
up to date, but in order to avoid any
press. However the company reserves the right,CITROËN
misunderstanding please consult your Dealer. For
whilst preserving the essential characteristics of
full details of Citroën Care of Car and Driver,
the models described, to introduce at any time
please see the full manufacturer’s price list. The
modifications, changes of details, equipment or
Citroën Website contains full information on all
accessories. Every effort will be made to bring this

Citroën products and offers available in the
UK, together with details of our environmental
and recycling policies. The site address is
www.citroen.co.uk or you can contact Citroën
directly via http://citroen-uk-en.custhelp.com
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TO FIND OUT MORE

Visit citroen.co.uk
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To find out more about Motability, please contact
your local dealer or visit citroen.co.uk/motability
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